Transposing Wheel

I would suggest you assemble the two wheels together first.

Transposing from F to G: on the inner circle, align the key note or root of your original song - let's say this is F -- to the the key note or root you want to transpose to on the outer circle. Say this is G. (align the F under the G).

If your original song is a three note song with F (root), Bb and C. Then F would be become a G, as such, Bb = C, and C = D. (all places within the song change the F to G, the Bb to C, and the C to D.)

Also, if C was actually a C7 chord, then the D would also become a 7th chord when transposed, or D7.

1. Paste this sheet onto a stiff piece of paper stock, like the back board of a old tablet.

2. Cut along the outside of this larger circle.

3. Cut close to the bold line of this inner circle.

You now will have a larger disc and a smaller disc

4. With a sharp pointed instrument, poke a hole into the black dot in the middle of both cutout pieces.

5. With one of those brass round head fasteners (see above), attach both discs together, smaller disc on top.

Transpose and spin away.